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Abstract 
Tile adjugate d A of a matrix A is the transpose of the matrix of the co-factors of the 
elements of A. The computation of the adjugate from its definition involves the compu- 
tation of n 2 determinants of order (n - 1) - a prohibitively expensive O(n 4) process. On 
the other hand, the computation from the formula A A = det (A)A-~ breaks down when 
A is singular and is potentially unstable when A is ill-conditioned with respect o inver- 
sion. In this paper we first show that the adjugate can be perfectly conditioned, even 
when A is ill-conditioned. We then show that if due care is taken the adjugate can be 
accurately computed from the inverse, even when tae latter has been inaccurately com- 
puted. In Appendix A we give a formal derivation of an observation of Wilkinson on 
tile accuracy of computed inverses. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a real matr ix o f  order  n and let Aij denote  the submatr ix  o f  A that is 
complementary  to the element a~j. Then the adjugate ! of  A is the matr ix  
i The adjugate is also called the adjoint. We avoid this usage because in functional analysis it 
denotes the equivalent of the conjugate transpose of a matrix. ! am indebted to Roger Horn for 
suggesting the term adjugate and providing survey of the usage of a number of authors. 
00,.4-37951981519.00 © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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In the language of determinant theory, the adjugate is the matrix whose (i, j)- 
element is the cofactor of the (j, /)-element of A. (For background see Ref. [7].) 
The (i,j)-element of A A is also the derivative ~det(A)/Oaji, as can be seen by 
expanding det(A) in cofactors along the jth row of A and differentiating with 
respect to aj~. Thus the adjugate is useful in optimization problems that involve 
determinants or functions of determinants. 
But the adjugate is a remarkable creature, well worth studying for its own 
sake. It has an unusual perturbation theory, and it can be computed by a class 
of algorithms that at first glance appear unstable. These statements are a con- 
sequence of the well-known relation 
AAA = AA A = det  (A)I, 
or when A is nonsingular 
A A = det (A)A -I. (I .2) 
The perturbation theory is unusual because although A A and A -t differ only 
by a scalar factor the matrix A '-~ has singularities while A ^  is analytic - in fact, 
it is a muitinomial in the elements of A. It turns out that multiplying by the 
determinant smooths out the singularities to give an elegant perturbation ex- 
pansion. 
The computational consequences of Eq. (1.2) are that we can, in principle, 
calculate the adjugate of a nonsingular matrix A by computing its inverse and 
determinant and multiplying. This approach as the advantage that it can be 
implemented with off-the-shelf software. However, if A is ill-conditioned - 
that is, if A is nearly singular - the inverse will be inaccurately computed. 
Nonetheless, in we will show that this method, properly implemented, can 
give an accurate adjugate, even when the inverse has been computed inaccu- 
rately. 
This paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we will treat the perturba- 
tion of the adjugate. In Section 3 we will describe a general algorithm for com- 
puting the adjugate and discuss the practicalities of its implementation. In 
Section 4 we will give some numerical examples. The paper concludes with 
an appendix on a folk theorem about the accuracy of computed inverses. 
The singular value decomposition will play a central role in this paper. We 
will write it in the form 
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A = usv  T, (1.3) 
where U and V are orthogonal and 
27 = diag(al,a2,.. . ,a,,),  al i> a., >/ ... >t a,,/> 0. 
The function [l" I[ will denote the Euclidean norm of a vector or the spectral 
norm of a matrix; i.e., 
IAII = max l lAx l l  - ~r~. 
IIxll=i 
For more on norms and the singular value decomposition, see Ref. [4]. 
For later use we note that Eq. (1.2) implies that for nonsingular A and B 
(AB) A = BAA A. 
By continuity, this relation continues to hold when A an B are singular. 
Finally, we will also use thc following characterization of the singular valuc 
decomposition of.,4 A. Assuming that A is nonsingular, we havc from Eq. (1.3) 
that A -l = VZ -l U T. Moreover det(A) = det(U)det(V)det(Z) = det(U) 
det(V)a~ ... a,,~ It follows from Eq. (1.2) that if we set 
~,~ = ]la~ and F = diag(7~,...,?,,), (1.4) 
then 
A A = det (U)det (V)VFU T (I.5) 
is the singular value decomposition of A A. By continuity, this result also holds 
for singular A. 
2. Perturbation theory 
We have already noted that on the space of n x n matrices, the inverse has 
singularities while the adjugate is analytic. Since the singularity of A is equiv- 
alent to a. being equal to zero, we should expect perturbation bounds for the 
adjugate not to depend on the inverse of a, - as do those for the inverse. In this 
section we will show that the sensitivity of A A depends on the inverse of a,,_ i. 
(For the perturbation of matrix inverses, see Ref. [10], Ch. III.) 
We will begin with a first-order perturbation expansion for the adjugate. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A have the s#Tgular value decomposition (1.3). Let ?/ and F be 
defined by Eq. (1.4) and le: 
_ ?i = Hak .  
?ij - ~rj k~i,y 
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Let E= (~u) be a perturbation ol'A and let 
(A + E) A = A A + F. 
Then with E = U T EV 
vTFu = det(U)det(V) 
( ~k~,:l :k,;',! --~l-'Tl., . . . .  ~;'l,, '~ 
--~'~- "',_l E , , , _ '  ikk;'~_, """ -- ~-',, 7_'. 
• ° 
• ° 
k - - fn l "n l  ~ " / 
+ O(IIEII2). (2.1) 
Proof. We have A + E = U(Z + L')V x. Since the adjugate of an orthogonai 
matrix is its determinant times its transpose, 
(A + E) A - [U(X + E)vTI A -- (vT)A(z + £')AuA 
= det(U)det(V)V(Z + E)AuT = det(U)det(V)V(F  + F)U T 
= det(U)det(V)(A + VFU ~) = det(U)det(V)(A  + F). 
For definiteness we will assume that det(U)det( V) -  I. it then follows that the 
first-order approximation to VrFU is just the first-order approximation to P in 
the equation (2." + k,)A = F +/~'. Because 2." is diagonal this approximation may 
be obtained by computing the deternainants in Eq. ( I. I ) and throwing out high- 
er order terms. 
Specifically, consider the ( I, I )-element of Z' + F, which is the determinant of 
diag(a.,, as , . . . ,  a,,) + Eli, 
where F~ is the submatrix complementary to t~. Now it is easily seen that an 
off-diagonal perturbation of diag(a.,,a3, . . . .  a,,) leaves its determinant un- 
changed: i.e., the off-diagonal elements of E" have no first-order eflbcts, it fol- 
lows that the (I,I)-element of the adjugate is approximated by 
k i l  ~t l  
so that the (l,I)-element of P is ~/~ ~,;'k~. The other diagonal elements are 
treated similarly. 
For the oil:diagonal elements of F, consider the (3,1)-element, which is the 
determinant  o f  
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/0 a, 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0"4 ... 0 
0 0 0 ... a,,j 
+ /~13" 
The determinant of first term in this sum is unaffected by the perturbations 
other than in its (2,1)-element. Thus the first-order approximation to the 
(3,1)-element of the adjugate is 
det 
[0  a, 0 ... 05  
~31 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 a~ -.. 0 
• • . . 
= -e31,'31. 
~, 0 0 0 ... a,,j 
The other off-diagonal elements are treated similarly• ' V! 
We can turn the perturbation expansion (2.1) into a first-order perturbation 
bound as follows. Let D E be the diagonal of E and let 
0 71_, " "  ;'l,, 
g ~ . 
n l i n .  
Then the matrix in Eq. (2.1) can be written in the form 
M + (E - Dr.) o N, 
where M is the diagonal of the matrix in Eq. (2.1) and "o" denotes the Hada- 
mard {componentwise) product• Since ",',.,_~ is an upper bound on the 7u. we 
have 
IIMII ~ IIDEIIT,,.,, ~ < ( , , -  l)llfll,',,. ~. 
2 Another approach is to assume A is nonsingular and write {!" + F)tZ + E l - -  det(2. +/~)/. 
Setting 6 = det (Z + E) det 2", we can show that 
6I" FAL'I "a FEF 
F_  
det (X) det (X) det(S)" 
Replacing 5 with a tirst-order expansion and discarding kEF/det (L) gives (alter some manipula- 
lion) the lirst-order approximation to F. 




By a generalization of a theorem of Schur [6], p. 333, the 2-norm of 
(~" - DE) o N is bounded by ~he product of lIE - DEll and the 2-norm of the col- 
umn of largest 2-norm of N. Hence 
II(E- Og)o Nil <~ v~ - I l lE- DEIIT.-~,.. 
It follows that 
IIFii <- (n -  l + V'n- l)>',_,,.llEII + O(IIEII2). 
If we divide by 11,4All = ~',, and note that 11,411 = a , ,  we get 
~<(n-1+ x /n -1)  ' r '7" - ' ' '  IIEII + O(I IEI I") .  
~'. IIAII 
~r, IIEll FO(]IE[12), (2.2) IIFII ~< (n -  1 + v~-  1} a._t !1,411 
Ilall 
which is our first-order perturbation bound. 
There are two comments to be made on this bound. First, it shows that the 
normwise relative perturbation of the adjugate depends on the ratio a~/a,,_]. 
This should be contrasted with the ratio al/a,, = IlallllA-t!i for perturbations 
of the inverse. Thus A can be arbitrarily ill conditioned or even singular while 
its adjugate is well conditioned. 
Second, the factor n - ! in the bound is necessary. For let A = I and E = d. 
Then F ~_ (n - I )d ,  whose norm is n - 1. it should be stressed that the factor 
was derived under the assumption that all the ;'a are equal, and in practice it is 
likely to be an overestimate. 
3. Computing the adjugate 
As we pointed out in the introduction to this paper, the adjugate of a non- 
singular matrix A can t,~ computed by ,h~. ~',,.,,,,,;.,,, .,~,,,,,.;,h.~ ~,i& b , l vk l~ VV l~k4~ ~ i ~ l  I L I I l l l .  
1. Compute A -i. 
2. Compute det(A). 
3. A A = det (A)A -I. 
Mathematically, this algorithm works for any nonsingular matrix A. Numeri- 
cally, if A is ill-conditioned with respect o inversion - that is, if a~/cr,, is large- 
the matrix A -~ will be computed inaccurately. Since the adjugate itself is insen- 
sitive to the size of a,, we are in danger of computing an inaccurate solution to 
a well conditioned problem. The remarkable fact is that if A -~ is computed with 
some care, the multiplication by det(A) wipes out the error. 
Specifically, suppose we can factor A in the form 
A = XDY, 
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where X and Y are well conditioned and D is diagonal. The singular value de- 
composition is such a factorization; however, as we shall see, there are others. 
Given such a |hctorization, we have mathematically AA= det(X)det(D) 
det(Y)(X- ID -~ Y-~). Algorithmically we proceed as follows. 
1. Factor A = XD Y, where X and Y are well conditioned and D is diagonal. 
2. Compute U = X -I. 
3. Compute V = D -~ U. 
4. Compute W = Y-~X. 
5. A A -- det(X)det(D)det(Y)W. 
Three facts account for the success of this algorithm. First, the algorithms 
that compute the XDY factorizations to be treated later produce a computed 
factorization that satisfies 
XDY = A + E, (3.1) 
where IIAII/IIEII is of the order of the rounding unit. Second, the matrix W ob- 
tained by exact calculations from the inexact factors At, D and Y is properly 
computed, its computed values - call it/~' - satisfies 
= W + F, (3.2) 
where [IFll/[I Wl[ is of the order of the rounding unit. In the parlance of rounding- 
error analysis, the XDY factorization iscomputed stably while the matrix W is 
computed accurately. Third, for the decompositions to be introduced later, the 
computed X, D, and Y, are triangular, diagonal, or orthogonal to working accu- 
racy. Hence the determinants in statement four can be computed accurately. 
Combining these facts we see that the computed adjugate is near the adju- 
gate of A + E. If A A is well conditioned, then it is near the adjugate of 
A + E, which is near the computed adjugate. Thus well conditioned adjugates 
are computed accurately. The accuracy of the adjugate deteriorates as it be- 
comes increasingly ill-conditioned, but the deterioration is of the same order 
of magnitude as that caused by the small perturbation E in A. 
As we have said, the existence of E in Eq. (3.1) is a property of the algorithm 
used to compute an XDY factorization. The existence of F in Eq. (3.2) was first 
pointed out by Wilkinson in his ground-breaking paper on the error analysis of 
matrix inversion [11], Section 27. Wilkinson gave an informal analysis based on 
the fact that triangular systems are generally solved accurately. In Appendix A, 
we give a formal analysis that shows that F must be small when X and Y are well 
conditioned. 3 The bound on [IF[I given there can be combined with a bound on 
IlEll from a rounding-error analysis to give a rigorous bound on the accuracy of 
the computed adjoint. 
3 Objects other than adjugates can be accurately computed from a suitable XDY decomposition - 
e.g., the singular values of a matrix [2]. 
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Before turning to specific XDY factorizations, an observation on singular 
matrices is in order. Mathematically, a singular matrix must result in a matrix 
D in which at least one diagonal element is zero - in which case the algorithm 
cannot proceed. In the presence of rounding error this eventuality is unlikely. 
If, however, D does have a zero diagonal element, t'~:e cure is to perturb it 
slightly and proceed. Since X and Y are well conditiom 1, this perturbation will 
be equivalent to a small change in E, and the algu:;,hm will behave as 
described above. 
To apply our algorithm v e need a factorization XD Y for which X and Y are 
well conditioned. In addition,' ~:e matrices X and Y must be such as to make the 
computations in steps 2, 4, and ~ efficient. The singular value decomposition is
such a factorization. However, there are three other candidates: the LU decom- 
position with complete pivoting, the pivoted QR decomposition, and the pivot- 
ed QLP decomposition. We treat each of these four decompositions in turn. 
The singular vahle decomposition. If A = USV t is the singular value decom- 
position of A, then we may take X = U, Y = V x, and D = ,S to get 
AA= det(U)det(V)det(Z)VZ-~U t. (3.3) 
The computation of UZ- ~ V t is straightforward. Since U and V are orthogonal, 
their determinants are +1; but it may be difficult to determine the sign. For ex- 
ample, if the singular value decomposition is calculated by reduction to bidiag- 
onal form followed by the QR algorithm, then U and V are products of 
Householder transformations, whose determinant is - ! ,  and plane rotations, 
whose determinant is I, followed by row or column scaling by factors of - I  
to, make the a, positive, in principle it is possible to calculate the determinants 
during the course of the algorithm by keeping track of these transformations. 
Untbrtunatcly, off-the-shelf software (e.g., from LINPACK [3] or LAPACK 
[I]) does not do this. 
The comph'tely pivoted LU decomposithm. When Gaussian elimination with 
complete pivoting is used to compute an LU decomposition, we obtain a tac- 
torization of the form 
A = Fir LDU//c. 
where L and/.I are unit lower and upper triangular and/ / r  and/ /c  are permu- 
tation matrices (the subscripts tand for row and column permutation). Taking 
X = Hru and Y = U llc, we have 
AA= det(lla)det(llc)det(O)H~r.U t D ~L ~ll r. 
Becau:~e L and U are triangular the computatiolt of H~IU i l .L l l l r  is straight- 
forward. Moreover. 
det( l l r )  = ( -  I )number of ro,, mtcrdmngcs 
and 
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det (//c) = ( -  I )number ofcolumn interchanges 
and thus can be calculated from the pivot information that must be returned 
with the decomposition. 
We have mentioned above that the factors X and Y in our formula should be 
well conditioned. For the singular value decomposition, their orthogonality 
guaranteed their well conditioning. In the present case, the complete pivoting 
strategy tends to make L and U well conditioned. (The reasons, which have 
to do with how well the diagonal matrix D reflects the condition of A, are im- 
perfectly understood. For more, see Ref. [9]). Additional security is provided 
by the fact that triangular systems are often solw:g more accurately than their 
condition warrants (See Ref. [5], Ch.8 and the comments at the end of this pa- 
per). if greater security is desired, a condition estimator [5], Ch.14 can be used 
to check the status of L and U. 
The pivoted QR decomposition. The pivoted QR decomposition factors A in 
the form 
A = QDRIIc, 
where Q is orthogonal, R is unit upper triangular, and llc is a permutation. 
Setting X= Q and Y = RHc, we have 
AA= det(Q)det(Hc)det(D)HTcR-ID IQ T. 
Once again it is easy to calculate I1TcR-IDIQ T. The usual algorithm uses il - 1 
Householder t~ ~asformation to triangularize A, so that det(Q)= ( - ! ) "  l. On 
the other hand, 
det (/lc) = ( -  1 ),~um~.; ,,t"~,,h,m,, ,,t~,'~h,,,,~ 
which can be computed from the output of the algorithm. 
The algorithm generally produces a well-conditioned R, although there is a 
well-known counterexample. As with the completely pivoted LU decomposi- 
tion, we can use a condition estimator to check the status of R. 
The pivoted QLP decomposition. This decomposition, which can be computed 
by two applications of orthogonal triangularization with column pivoting, can 
be written in the form 
A = IIRQLDPIlc, 
where P and Q are orthogonal, L is unit lower triangular, and Ha and//c are per- 
mutation matrices [8]. lfwesetX = IIRQL and Y = Pile, then from our formula 
AA= det(Q)det(P)det(HR)det(llc)det(D)ll~.eTL 'D ~QTll~ s. 
The calculation of II~P xL -~ D -~ QTIITR is routine. The determinants of Q and P 
are ( -  l )"- i  and the determinants of PR and Pc can be determined from the in- 
terchanges made in the course of the algorithm. 
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There remains the question of which decomposition to use in practice. The 
singular value decomposition is obviously the safest since X and Y are perfectly 
conditioned. Unfortunately, off-the-shelf software does not provide the where- 
withal to implement the formula. Of the alternatives, Gaussian elimination 
with complete pivoting is the cheapest. However, the standard packages do 
not have a complete pivoting option. The pivoted QR decomposition can be 
implemented with off-the-shelf software, and in all but contrived examples 
the triangular factor will be well conditioned. The pivoted QLP decomposition 
is relatively new, but experience suggests that it is close to the singular value 
decomposition i  safety, and like the pivoted QR decomposition, the formula 
can be implemented with off-the-shelf software. 
4. Numerical examples 
The analysis of the appendix coupled with the backward stability of our 
XDY decompositions implies that if X and Y are well-conditioned then our al- 
gorithms must compute the adjugate to an accuracy proportional to the condi- 
tion of the adjugate. This is true in spite of the fact that the determinant of the 
computed D may bear no relation to the determinant of the D obtained from A 
by exact computation. This mathematical result is so counterintuitive that it is 
appropriate to illustrate it with some numerical examples. They were perform- 
ed in MATLAB with a roundir.~g unit of about 10 -16. 
The first example was constructed as follows. Let A0 be a matrix of standard 
normal deviates of order 50, norm~dized so that IIA011 = 1. In the singular value 
decomposition A0 = U2,'oY "r. set rr,, = 10 -t5 and a,,.~ = 10 -I to get £" 
and set A = U2,'V T. Thus A '~~ has a condition number al/a,, = 10 tS, and we 
can expect a computed inverse of A to be almost completely inaccurate. The 
condition number of A A, on the other hand, is rr~/a,,_~ = 10, so we should 
be able to compute it accurately. The following table gives the results of some 
computations with this kind of matrix, repeated five times over. 
a~l A' SVD QRD LUD QRSVD 
7.5e-25 8.0e- 15 5.0e- 15 3.4e- 15 4.3e-02 
- I .5e-24 4.8e-16 2.7e-15 2.7e-15 6.2e-02 
1.2e-25 2.8e-14 5.3e-15 2.5e-15 5.1e-02 
-1.2e-24 2.1e-15 3.7e-15 6.0e-15 5.7e-02 
-2.5e-25 4.4e-15 7.5e-15 4.0e-15 1.7e-02 
The first column shows the (1,1)-element of the adjugate. The second shows the 
relative rror in the approximation to that element computed from the singular 
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value decomposition. The third column contains the relative normwise rror in 
the adjugate computed from the pivoted QR decomposition (the QRD adju- 
gate) compared to the SVD adjugate. The fourth column contains the same 
for the adjugate computed from a partially-pivoted LU decomposition. We will 
discuss the fifth column a little later. 
The small size of the first column serves to remind us that in computing de- 
terminants we must be careful to avoid overflows and underflows. In particu- 
lar, for any scalar p, (IL,4) A--- ~//n-l,4A. Hence, minor rescalings of A are 
magnified greatly in the adjugate. 
It is an O(n 4) process to compute the adjugate directly from its determinantal 
definition (I.1) - something too time consuming for a matrix of order 50. 
We have therefore let the adjugate computed from the singular value decompo- 
sition stand for the actual adjugate in assessing the QRD and LUD adjugates 
(from our analysis, we know that it is accurate). It is seen that the QRD adju- 
gate tracks the SVD adjugate very well (column 3). 
Although we have treated the completely pivoted LU decomposition above, 
the fourth column of the table shows that for this class of problems Gaussian 
elimination with partial pivoting works just as well. 
The fifth column illustrates a subtle point in implementing these algorithms. 
In the SVD formula 
A A- -  det(U)det(V)det(Z)VZ-~U x, 
the determinant det (Z) must be the determinant of-r computed to low relative 
error. (Keep in mind that all the matrices in this formula are computed from A.) 
It might be thought hat we could substitute + det (,4), where dot (A) is com- 
puted from. say the QR decomposition. But this determinant will in general be 
different from det (F,). the relative rror approaching one as a,, approaches the 
rounding unit. Consequently, substituting it for det(Z) must destroy the accu- 
racy of the computed adjoint. The fifth column gives the relative rror in the 
SVD adjugate when this substitution is made. There is practically no accuracy. 
To illustrate our perturbation theory, the same example was run with 
tr,,_! = l0 -5. Thus the condition number of the adjugate is l0 5, and we should 
expect a loss of four or five figures in our computed values. The following table 
shows that this is exactly what happens. 
a(A) SVD QRD LUD QRSVD II 
2.8e-29 2.9e- 11 5.3e- 12 4.9e- 12 4.9e-02 
5.9e-30 2.2e-11 1.8e-l l  9.3e-12 7.1e-02 
-3.3e-27 1.6e-12 2.4e-12 8.1e-12 1.7e-02 
-2.5e-28 l . le-12 5.9e-12 3.2e-12 2.2e-02 
2.4e-30 2.1e- l l  I . l e - l l  1.0e-i I l . le-01 
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Although we cannot expect our algorithms to give fully accurate results in this 
case, at least the deterioration is no worse than is warranted by condition of the 
problems. 
It is worth noting that I have been unable to construct counterexamples to 
make the QRD adjugate and the LUD adjugate fail. We will return to this 
point at the end of the appendix to this paper. 
Appendix A. The accuracy of computed inverses 
Let A = XD Y, where D is diagonal and X and Y are presumed to be well 
conditioned. In this appendix we will be concerned with the computation of 
A -~ = Y-~D-~X -~ in floating-point arithmetic with rounding unit eM by the fol- 
lowing algorithm. 
I. U=X- ' .  
2. V=D- 'U .  
3. W = Y - IX .  
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
IlXll = IlOll = II Ell = I. 
We will also assume that the computations are arranged so that products like 
R = P-~Q have a forward error analysis of the form 
k = fl(P-~Q) = R + H, 
where 
I IR-  RII ~< ~IIP 'II'M = IIP'll" (A.I) 
IIRII 
Here ~t is a constant hat depends on the order of the matrices and the details of 
the algorithm, but does not depend on P and Q. Since we are concerned with 
the broad outlines of the analysis, not specific bounds, we will introduce an ad- 
justable constant  into which constants like • may be merged - as in Eq. (A. !) 
above. In particular, if' IIk-RII/IIIIRII is small, we can replace it with 
I l k -  RII/IIIIRII by adjusting, slightly in (A.I). 
The first step is to compute U = X '1 I f / )  = fl(X -~1), then 
/.'/= X ~' + F, IIFII <-IIX '11 ,. (A.2) 
Now consider Y = D '~ U. What we compute is 
= fl(D-'/.)) = D 10  + G. 
Since D is diagonal the elements of V are relative perturbations of order ~M of 
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Since 
P=D- JX+D-~F+G= V+D-~F+G.  
we have 
l i p -  vii < (llO-'llliFII + Ilall)¢. 
(A.4) 
Since VX = D -~ , 
II vii >i liD-' II. 
Hence by Eq. (A.2) 
I1¢'- vii ~< (llVllllX-'l + IIt~ll)~ <~ (i + IIX-'ll) max{llVll, IIt~ll}¢. 
By adjusting e if necessary, we get 
l iP -  vii 
I1~'11 
~< (l ÷ I IX- '  II)~. 
Finally, 
~,r __ f l (Y- I  ~) _. y-.I I~, -4- H,  IIHII < II Y-' I1~. 
Hence IlrPll 
IlrP - Wll < I IV- ' l l l lV - vii + IIHII < [ l lY- ' l l ( !  ÷ I IX-'  II)11 g'il 
+ II Y-'llllWll],:-< [llY-'ll(Z + IIX-'ll)llWll + II Y--' IIIIWll],:. 
It follows that 
IIW- Wll 
IlWll 
< II Y-'II(2 ÷ IIX '11)~. 
Reintroducing the norms of X and Y, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem A.I. Let A=XDY,  where D is diagonal. Let A - I=  Y ID-IX -l be 
computed in floating-point arithmetic with rounding unit eM in such a way that 
each step hasJbrward error analysis analogous to Eq. (A.I). Then if,4 -1 denotes 
the computed value of A --i, 
11,4-' - ,4-'11 ~,,~(r)[2 + ,,-(x)I~M, 
IIA-'II 
where ? is a constant independent of X, D, and Y and 
~(x) -  IIXIIIIX ~11 and h'(Y)= ilYllllY '11, 
The key feature of this result is that the condition number h'(D) does not ap- 
pear in the final bound. This implies that as long as the ill-conditioning of A is 
confined to D its inverse will be accurately computed. Decompositions that have 
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this property are called rank-revealing decompositions, and it is no coincidence 
that the decompositions treated in Section 3 are generally rank revealing. 
The diagonality of D is essential to the above analysis. Without it the bound 
(A.3) would depend on lID -i [I. However, there is a subtle point that is easy to 
miss: [I vii must be adequately large. For otherwise the error D-IF in Eq. (A.4) 
could overwhelm V. Fortunately, we have IIrll >i IID- ll from the relation 
VX=D -i. 
This point explains why we cannot use the above analysis to claim that so- 
lutions of (XDY)b  = d are computed accurately. For  even if we compute 
u = X - ib accurately in a normwise sense, we cannot guarantee that v is norm- 
wise accurate unless v = D-~X-~b is sufficiently large. Unfortunately X -~ is 
now trapped between D -~ and b, and we cannot derive a bound like 
IIvll >i liD -~ II. We can only hypothesize it. 
Finally, we point out that assuming that the condition numbers of X and Y 
are small essentially says that U and W are computed accurately [see Eqs. (A.I) 
and (A.2)]; and, in fact, this assumption of accuracy is sufficient o es-:ablish the 
accuracy of the computed inverse. In particular, it is known that triangular sys- 
tems- even ill-conditioned ones- are often solved with high accuracy [5], Ch.8. 
The fact the X- and Y-factors in the decompositions of Sections 3 and 4 are ei- 
ther well-conditioned (i.e., orthogonal) or triangular, may account for the dif- 
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